
Innovative leisure products for camping, caravans and motorhomes.
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At VADAC, our love for nature aligns perfectly with camping enthusiasts. Our mission? Combine the joys of 
camping with a commitment to the environment. With over 25 years in the industry, we're on a mission to 
redefine the caravaning experience.

Since our foundation in 1997, VADAC has consistently pioneered innovative accessories for caravans, 
campers and boats. Our "different mindset" ethos drives us, leading to fresh and impactful perspectives within 
the caravaning and marine industry. Our ultimate ambition? Ensure caravanning is both comfortable and 
sustainable.

In 2018, our blueprint for a greener caravaning future took shape. Central to this vision is transitioning from 
gas heaters to efficient heat pumps. Our Coolmach heat pump, currently under development, promises to 
revolutionize the industry, steering caravanning towards an eco-friendly future.

The year 2023 is special for us, it marks the introduction of SANYMO, our innovative water system line. The 
range includes cutting-edge water heaters, water pumps, water purifiers and quick-connect water system 
parts.

Our main focus has become the OEM market now, aiming to be the first choice for caravan and camper 
makers. We envision future caravans being outfitted with VADAC’s advanced components, underscoring our 
unmatched quality and innovation. Collaboration with leading distributors and retailers remains and is 
expanding, ensuring our products reach a wide audience.

With a foundation built on innovation, reliability and dedication, we're focused on contributing to a sustainable 
caravaning future. Today, as we set out to redefine eco-friendly caravanning, we're committed to helping 
caravan enthusiasts resonate with nature responsibly. With our upcoming heat pump and partnerships with 
top caravan makers, we're excited about what's next.

Embark on a journey with VADAC towards a greener tomorrow, where every caravan trip underscores our 
enduring commitment to the planet.

PIONEERING SUSTAINABLE CARAVANING FOR THE FUTURE

ABOUT VADAC
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WATER HEATERS
The all-in-one solution for hot water in the 
caravan or motorhome. Stainless steel tank 
with an insulating EPP housing. Available in 
12V, 230V and as a combi.

06
SANYMO AQUASNAP
Introducing our state-of-the-art SANYMO 
AquaSnap water system building kit, designed 
with a quick connect feature. 
Up to 10 bar and 90 degrees Celsius.

02
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS
The SANYMO submersible pumps top models 
have a unique dry-running protection that 
automatically shuts off the pump when the 
tank is empty, preventing it from overheating. 

07
WATER SYSTEM PARTS
Full range of water system products to 
improve the quality of the water system in the 
caravan and motorhome.

03
PRESSURE PUMPS
Pressure pumps for caravan and motorhome, 
PP-12 with 2.4 bar suitable for pressure 
resistant boilers. PP-10 with 1.2 bar suitable 
for pressureless boilers.

04
PRESSURE PUMP SYSTEM
The SANYMO XP pressure pump system  
makes it possible to enjoy the same level of 
comfort in your RV as the water system at 
home.

05
SANYMO3
The SANYMO water purification system 
produces ozone gas. The ozone gas ensures 
that the water in the fresh water tank and the 
entire water system always remains free of 
bacteria and biofilm.

LIST OF CONTENT

08
REPLACEMENT
Replacement products to improve the quality 
of daily used products in the caravan and 
motorhome.

09
MISCELLANEOUS
Accessories for caravans and motorhomes. 
Suitable for every camping enthusiast and 
designed to improve everyday comfort.

10
LITHIUM BATTERIES
The new range of PowerAce (LiFePO4) lithium 
smart batteries. All models are included with 
BMS and bluetooth. Lightweight batteries, long 
life and easy to use.



3L COMBI

WATER HEATERS

6L

10L
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Stainless steel tank with insulating EPP housing

Pump pressure: max. 3.5 bar

Temperature limit: 70°C

Overtemperature protection: 75°C

Water heaters

Drinking water safe

Our high-quality water heaters, designed for caravans 
and motorhomes, offer advanced heating in 12V, 
230V, and combi options, all at surprisingly 
affordable prices.

Introducing our new range of water heaters, designed 
to elevate the comfort of caravan, RV and boat.

With a sleek design, these heaters not only heat 
water swiftly but also ensure prolonged warmth 
thanks to their advanced insulation.

Choose from three versatile sizes: the 3L version, a 
unique combi equipped with both 12VDC 200W and 
230VAC 300W heating elements; the 6L with a 
230VAC 300W element; and the 10L with a powerful 
230VAC 600W element.

Combi versions for the larger sizes are on the 
horizon. Encased in a durable stainless steel tank 
that meets European drinking water regulations, each 
unit boasts precise heating and maximum safety.

For ease of use, every water heater includes a 
wall-mountable control panel, signaling its state with 
a control light, and comes complete with drain taps, 
hose clamps, mounting materials and a 
multi-language manual.

Experience the difference: state-of-the-art water 
heaters offering unprecedented value for money.



Never again a broken submersible pump 
due to dry running !

SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

SP-12

SP-15

SP-18

SP-21
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The SANYMO submersible pumps are characterized by their long life 
and high quality. The lifespan is longer by using high-quality 
materials and high-tech production techniques. All pumps 
are equipped with integrated venting to prevent splashing taps.

The top models in the range feature a unique dry-running protection 
that automatically shuts off the pump when the tank is empty, 
preventing it from overheating. When the water level in the tank falls 
below 20 mm, the pump will switch off automatically after 30 
seconds.

0.8 bar - 12 liter per minute

Service life of more than 500 hours

1.0 bar - 15 liter per minute

Service life of more than 500 hours

1.8 bar - 21 liter per minute

Service life of more than 500 hours

With dry running protection

Integrated check valve

1.2 bar - 18 liter per minute

Service life of more than 500 hours

With dry running protection

Integrated check valve
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PRESSURE PUMPS

Technical specifications

Choice of connector; quick connector or pipe tule

Long service life and high reliability

Mounting and connecting is easy and quick

Long service life and high reliability
The service life of the SANYMO pressure pump is 
many times longer than that of a submersible pump. 
Thanks to the pressure pump, the failure-sensitive 
switch in the tap is also superfluous.

Choice of connector
The pressure pumps from Sanymo can be delivered 
with a connector of choice. A quick connector suitable 
for a water hose with outer diameter 12mm or a hose 
tule suitable for a water hose with inner diameter 
10mm or 12mm.

How much comfort do you opt for?
The SANYMO pressure pumps are available in two 
versions.

The PP-12 is the ultimate solution with a water 
pressure of 2.4 Bar and a capacity of 12 liters per 
minute. 
For this it’s necessary that your RV is equipped with a 
boiler that can withstand a higher water pressure. 

Do you still have a pressureless boiler? 
Then there is the PP-10 with a water pressure of 1.2 
Bar and a capacity of 10 liters per minute.

PP-10 PP-12

10 l/min

1,2 Bar

12 l/min

2,4 Bar

Model

Capacity

Water pressure

Available as low and high pressure pump



PRESSURE PUMP SYSTEMS
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Water in your RV with the comfort from home
You open the tap, at first no water comes out, you hear a pump running and then a jerky jet of water comes 
out. This is a well-known phenomenon for RV owners. The SANYMO XP pressure pump system solves this 
problem and makes it possible to enjoy the same level of comfort in your RV as the water system at home. 
Because there is pressure on the water system, the water comes out of the tap straight away and thanks to 
the built-in expansion tank, the water comes out with a smooth constant jet.

Long service life and high reliability
The service life of the SANYMO XP pressure pump system is many times longer than that of a submersible 
pump. Thanks to the pressure pump system, the failure-sensitive switch in the tap is also superfluous.

User-friendly all-in-one solution
The innovative SANYMO XP pressure pump system consists of a high-quality pressure pump, an expansion 
tank and a water filter. The components are conveniently integrated in one compact housing with easily 
accessible connections. Mounting and connecting is simple and quick.

How much comfort do you opt for?
The SANYMO XP pressure pump system is available in two versions. The XP-12 is the ultimate solution with 
a water pressure of 2.4 Bar and a capacity of 12 liters per minute. For this it is necessary that your RV is 
equipped with a boiler that can withstand water pressure. Do you still have a pressureless boiler? 
Then there is the XP-7 with a water pressure of 1 Bar and a capacity of 7 liters per minute.
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SANYMO

WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM
Sanymo's water purification system converts oxygen into 
ozone gas. The ozone gas ensures that both the water in 
the clean water tank and the entire water system always 
remain free of bacteria and biofilm.

The unstable ozone molecules come into contact
with the cell wall of the bacterium creating a oxidative 
reaction occurs, the cell wall is perforated and the 
bacteria cannot survive. In the case of viruses, the protein 
coat is compromised making it impossible for the virus to 
reproduce, effectively incapacitating the virus.

Suitable for clean water tanks up to 200 litres

Complete water system always legionella free

High-quality housing with touch control

Smart timer function

Energy efficient

3 NEW ARRIVAL

Sanymo's water purification system 
converts oxygen into ozone gas. 
The ozone gas ensures that both the 
water in the clean water tank and the 
entire water system always remain free 
of bacteria and biofilm.

Water
Purification
System



SANYMO AQUASNAP

Drinking water pipe Straight connector Elbow connector Y-connector

T-connector Quick - inner threadQuick - outer thread Boiler connector

Check valves

Quick - tule elbow Pipe clamp 90° pipe support

Quick - inner thread 90° Valve - inner thread Valve

Quick transit

Tube cutter Locking clipSpanner

6

Introducing our state-of-the-art SANYMO AquaSnap water system building kit, designed with a quick connect 
feature. Key Features: Efficient: Reduce installation time dramatically, allowing for more flexibility and ease of 
modification or expansion to the system. Versatile: Our kit includes a range of pipes and connectors, suitable 
for various water system configurations. Secure and Durable: Our connections are robust and leak-proof, 
crafted from high-grade material to ensure longevity and optimal performance.
Drinking water safe - Up to 90°C - Max. pressure 10 bar
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ACCUMULATOR TANK

The primary benefit of an accumulator tank is quality 
of life. It helps produce a much smoother water flow 
like in your home. It also reduces the amount of 
cycling the pump does. This means you can even get 
some water flow at night without the pump kicking 
on and waking up others in the RV.

In addition, An RV accumulator will increase the 
overall life of your water pump. It will save battery 
power and decrease the plumbing system noise. 

WATER FILTER

The filter can be screwed onto the pressure pump 
with the screw thread. The water pipe can be 
attached to the fixed hose nozzle.

DRAIN TAPS

The SANYMO drain and vent valves. Suitable for 
venting or draining your boiler or water tank.
The SANYMO drain taps are packed per 2 pieces on a 
blister pack.

The clear plastic sight glass makes it easy to see 
when it is necessary to clean the filter. 
The transparent cover can be easily unscrewed and 
the stainless steel filter mesh can then be removed.

WATER SYSTEM PARTS

Hose connection
Volume
Pre-charged pressure
Max. operating pressure

For 10 mm inner diameter
0.75 L
0.7 bar
8.6 bar



OEM REPLACEMENT PARTS

HEATING ELEMENT

The high-quality Heatek HE300B heating element for 
the Truma Therme TT2 and Heatek BT-6 boiler is 
intended to replace a calcified or defective heating 
element in the boiler of the caravan or motorhome.

The Heatek HE300B heating element is characterized 
by high accuracy and excellent price. It is an excellent 
replacement for the original heating element. 
The accuracy is higher because the thermostat is 
located in a hollow tube of the element and measures 
in the middle of the tank.

BOILERTANK

Designed in 2007 and continuously improved.
A frost-resistant tank made of high-quality stainless 
steel. In addition, the HEATEK BT-6 boiler tank has 
20% more volume, which is a bonus.
The heating element, the water pipe and the outer 
casing of the defective tank are simply transferred to 
the new stainless steel tank.

In our factory, all boiler tanks are subjected to 
extensive quality control, including a leak test under 
pressure.

Power: 300W (custom available)

Temperature: 65 °C 

Overheating protection: 85 °C

98/83/EC European drinking water standard

Capacity: 6 liter

Max. pressure: 3.5 bar

Stainless steel tank: drinking water safe
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MISCELLANEOUS

AUTOMATIC MULTIMETER (AM-1)

Prepare for the holiday with confidence and peace of mind.
With the PowerACE AM-1 automatic multimeter, maintaining 
your caravan or motorhome becomes as easy as a push of a 
button!

An unexpected malfunction can put a damper on your 
holiday plans. But don't worry, the PowerACE AM-1 
automatic multimeter provides a solution. 
This reliable gadget allows you to measure the voltage on 
your power cables with a simple push of a button. 
Even detecting a wire break becomes a piece of cake!

TV WALL MOUNT (EM1000)

FRIDGE COOLING FAN (CF1)

The HEATEK CF1 Fridge Fan provides superior cooling for 
your caravan or motorhome fridge, even in intense heat. The 
compact CF1 Cooling Fan, which is both dustproof and 
watertight, fits perfectly behind your refrigerator and is 
compatible with all types of absorption refrigerators. It offers 
easy installation and ease of use with two mounting options, 
a long power cable and an on/off switch. The CF1 Fridge Fan 
not only provides effective cooling, but is also quiet and 
energy efficient, keeping your summer vacation peaceful and 
comfortable without worrying about the battery.

MAX

Max Gewicht
15KG

VESA
100 X 100mm

Kantel hoek
+5 /-15

Draai hoek
±90

TV Afmeting
10”-26”
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Discover the convenience of the SATENNE EM-1000, the 
innovative TV bracket for your motorhome or caravan. This 
lightweight and robust TV mount has an unique ‘click’ locking 
system and a handy release cord for the quick use. Enjoy 
flexible viewing angles thanks to the three pivot points and 
tilt range. Also availabe as tablet holder.
This TV mount completes your travel experience!



POWERACE LITHIUM BATTERIES

100 AH LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

BMS and Bluetooth
Charge voltage: 14.6V
Max. charge current: 50A
Discharge current continuous: 100A
11.3 kg 
329*174*220 mm

200 AH LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

BMS and Bluetooth
Charge voltage: 14.6V
Max. charge current: 50A
Discharge current continuous: 100A
18.2 kg
522*240*215 mm

150 AH LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

BMS and Bluetooth
Charge voltage: 14.6V
Max. charge current: 50A
Discharge current continuous: 100A
14.9 kg
483*170*240 mm

The new range of PowerAce (LiFePO4) lithium batteries. These batteries have a low weight compared to an 
AGM or GEL battery. In addition to a low weight, the batteries have a low energy loss and a short charging time.
The life of this battery is more than 3000 cycles. With only 30% discharge, the service life can be up to 8000 
cycles. 

The operating temperature is between -20 and 60 degrees Celsius. Charge between 0 and 45 degrees Celsius.
The battery has an integrated BMS that ensures that the cells are balanced and the consumers are switched 
off when the battery is empty. The BMS also ensures that the battery is not overcharged. 
The PowerAce batteries also switch off slightly earlier than other lithium batteries, which extends the life of 
the battery. All PowerAce batteries come with a built-in Bluetooth function so that all important information 
can be easily viewed with an app.

* Available from 100 Ah to 300 Ah

PowerAce LiFePO4 smart batteries

10



retail Price

€ 199

€ 299

€ 249

€ 349

€ 299

€ 399

€ 19

€ 22

€ 39

€ 45

€ 79

€ 89

€ 119

€ 139

€ 199

Product code

3408331

3408332

3408361

3408362

3408311

3408312

6010120

6010150

6010180

6010210

6003010

6003020

6020010

6020020

6030100

PRICE LIST 2023/24
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Product

XB-3 boiler                                                       

XB-3 combi boiler                                          

XB-6 boiler                                                       

XB-6 combi boiler                                          

XB-10 boiler                                                     

XB-10 combi boiler                                        

SANYMO SP-12                                               

SANYMO SP-15                                               

SANYMO SP-18                                               

SANYMO SP-21                                               

SANYMO PP10-1.2                                         

SANYMO PP12-2.4                                         

SANYMO XP-7                                                 

SANYMO XP-12                                               

SANYMO3     

Water Heaters

Submersible pumps

Pressure pumps

Pressure pump systems

Water purification



PRICE LIST 2023/24
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Retail Price

€ 8,9

€ 13,9

€ 23,9

OEM

TBA

€ 29

€ 9,9

€ 6,9

€ 79

€ 69

€ 29

€ 49

€ 39

€ 695

€ 995

€ 1.295

€ 1.495

€ 1.795

Product code

6030030

6030050

6030100

6031500

TBA

6002010

6004020

6004010

3408110

3408210

2401020

2637001

3304001

2512100

2512150

2512200

2512250

2512300

Product

SANYMO AquaSnap DWP-3                                                                               

SANYMO AquaSnap DWP-5                                                                   

SANYMO AquaSnap DWP-10                                                                           

SANYMO AquaSnap DWP-150 OEM                                                   

SANYMO AquaSnap connectors                                       

SANYMO PAT-1 accumulator tank             

SANYMO DT2 drain tap (set of 2)                                                             

SANYMO WF-1 water filter                                                                         

                                            

BT-6 boiler tank stainless steel 6L                               

HE300B heating element 230V 300W                                    

PowerACE AM-1 automatic multimeter                                                 

SATENNE EM-1000 RV TV wall mount      

HEATEK CF1 fridge fan  

                                

PowerACE LiFePO4 12V 100Ah Smart      

PowerACE LiFePO4 12V 150Ah Smart      

PowerACE LiFePO4 12V 200Ah Smart      

PowerACE LiFePO4 12V 250Ah Smart      

PowerACE LiFePO4 12V 300Ah Smart      

Quick connectors

Water system parts

OEM Replacement Parts

Miscellaneous

Lithium batteries



Delivery without engagement. Prices in Euro incl. VAT, RRP. 
Technical improvements and printing errors reserved. August 2023.
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CONTACT US

+31 (0)570 572 230

Zutphenseweg 31 C-9, 7418 AH
Deventer, The Netherlands

info@vadac.com


